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As we accelerate into the next 20-30 
years, we discover new ways that 
challenge the uneconomical rules of the 
past. We face demands that were not 
there before. We equip ourselves with 
evidence based neuroscience to ensure 
our cognitive fitness is responsive to the 
demands of the future. 

SCIENCE AT WORK

PRESENTED TO: VISIONARY BUSINESSES

BY: DR. KAUSHIK RAM



The issue identified for businesses and organisation suffering 
from ageing culture and infrastructure, is to align with inspiring 
new ways to engage and motivate their people, with sustainable 
day-to-day practices and mandate personal skill updates. 

Our focus is four-fold.

I. Innovation

Realtime cognitive flexibility to thrive under pressure.

There are many off the shelf solutions however to deeply inspire, 
innovation can not simply be about finding solutions. Sometimes the 
best solutions come to us when we step away from the problem.

II. Authenticity 

Communicate to move and inspire.

We know that the most vital way to communicate is through body 
language. So why quarrel with words? To lift the lid on the 
communication blocks, I will demystify the 3 myths about 
communication. In this talk we will learn how to communicate in 
a world where no one speaks up, because nobody else did. 

III. Intuition

Gain the elusive advantage in business and in life. 

Intuition is often buried beneath what we think we know. In this talk I 
reveal the subconscious and help you understand why some of our 
best ideas come when we least expect it. 

IV.  Disruption

Learn to respond incredibly fast and unfollow limiting rules. 

The stress on our nervous system to a constantly changing 
ecosystem can in itself be a financial burden. Are your struggling 
to keep up with the new rules or are you equiped with the confidence 
rewrite many of your own?

HOW I CAN HELP

LET US HELP YOU 
UNCOVER YOUR:

INNOVATION

AUTHENTICITY

INTUITION

DISRUPTION
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Sedentarism and long hours in front of a computer is limiting our ability to operate effectively. 
Combining a deep understanding of how the brain works and how the body operates from a 
nervous system perspective, Dr. Ram was able to engage our team at About My Brain in a fun 
and informative manner.

Silvia Damiano | CEO | About My Brain Institute 

Highly Recommended! Dr. Ram provided stress management and effective movement practices 
that couldn’t have been any better for myself and our staffs wellbeing.

Dwayne Marten’s | CEO | Amazonia 

Clients in collaboration with the About My Brain Institute

Pricing Plans:

Starting at $8K 

CASE STUDIES
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About:

Dr. Kaushik Ram is a world-leading 
neuroscientist, internationally published author 
and advocate for brain health. 

His proactive talks grip you into a heartfelt 
narrative. He has the incredible gift of sharing 
from a state of deep wisdom. His has 
captivated audience in fast moving companies 
such as Microsoft and Australian Securities 

Exchange (ASX) and enthralled audiences at VIVID ideas, VIVID Sydney 
festival 3 years in a row.

The precision of science was not enough for Dr. Ram to meet his 
audience eye to eye. In order to touch the heart of his audience and 
provoke action, he mixes science with his personal story of adventure, 
heartbreak and courage. The eloquence of his talk is a masterful mix of 
facts and a heartwarming narratives.

In his book: Hidden World - The Inside Story of the Soul (Distributed by 
Pan Macmillan, 2017) he shares his life’s work revealing the secrets of the 
nervous system through stories of overcoming challenges while providing 
unique insights and profound breakthroughs. 

Dr. Ram has dedicated more than a decade researching and restoring 
the brain and nervous system to health and harmony. Early in Dr. Ram’s 
career, he become aware of the duplicity of information and made a 
commitment, not to simply share information but to show people - how. 
Through sharing anecdotes of adventure, from living with tribes in the 
Highlands of Papua New Guinea to writing his book while living in an 
exquisite cave in Thailand, he lures his audience into a powerful world of 
passion and possibility.

Featured in multiple documentaries on science and human potential, Dr. 
Ram is the upcoming voice of reassuring hope for the generations to 
come. 

W: http://drkaushikram.com  

E: kaushik.ram@sydney.edu.au

M: 0431093108
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